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Make sure the Main Mix Volume Sliders 
are slid to the bottom

Remove the protective black cover sheet Remember, only automatically sealed 
beverage containers are allowed in the 
booth - NO open beverages!

01 Before Turning it On



Flip the “Turn OFF First” switch to ONFlip the “Turn ON First” switch to ON and 
wait a few seconds

Make sure all Mute Groups are MUTED 
The red light beside each group should be 
lit.

02 Getting Started



To use Channels 8-16, plug in the desired 
instruments/microphones into the 
corresponding numbers in the input bank 
on the stage closest to the drum cage 
door.

Channels 1-7 are used by the drum kit

Channels 8-16 can be used for 
instruments & vocals

After your instrument/microphone is 
plugged in at the stage, lower the channel 
sliders being used.

03 Get it Going



Unmute the Mute Groups “Vocals” & 
“Instruments”. If using the Drum kit, 
unmute “Drum” Mute Group also

Raise the Main Volume sliders to “U” As a musician or vocalist plays/sings, 
adjust the corresponding slider to an 
appropriate volume level. 

03 Get it Going



“TALK” and “MUSIC” need to be at their 
indicated levels to be broadcast to the 
nursery, the TV in the foyer, and the 
LIVESTREAM

Sound from the Media Computer (Mac 
Mini) is run through channel 31 (DVD) on 
the board.

When finished using the board, Turn this 
switch OFF first 

04 Media Volume & Closing Down



Slide the Main Mix sliders back down to 
the bottom

Put the black cover sheet back on the 
board for protection

05 Final Steps

Turn this switch OFF



This is the light switchboard on the wall in the Soundbooth. Turn them all on EXCEPT for the ones 
labelled “SPOT”.  Toggle the “House Lights” as needed. It’s nice to have them OFF for Worship but 
ON for Teaching. 

06 Lights



There is a door next to the soundboard. Open it.

06 Lights - Stage LEDs

For the Stage LEDs to work, this switch 
has to be ON and so do the two switches 
labeled “LED” on the wall switches.



There are 6 “CHASES”.  Press the number “1” once.  If you 
accidentally press a different numbered button and you see 
strange coloured lights on stage, just press “1” once after that and 
it should go back to a plain white light. If you’re looking for a 
different look, cycle through different numbered CHASES till you 
find one you like. BUT DO NOT adjust anything else on it.

06 Lights - Stage LEDs

Locate this device at the bottom of racked components.


